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About This Game

GL Storm, Feature List:
Play to learn.

Single player campaign.
Grid to grid combat on terrain tiles.

Capturable expansions.
Domain tech system, gold & aether resources.

Summon combatants, cast spells and enchantments.
Create your own decks from a wide range of card mechanics.

Competitive multiplayer experience.
Draft format.

Epic and evolving meta.
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grid legion storm

Runs for 15 minutes before crashing. Gameplay was nothing special, but seemed ok and functional. Not great visually.
Obviously I cant in any sense recommend it when it keeps crashing so often though.. The whole game is game of chance. IT
SUCKS.. Pros:
1. Good story and decent plot twists.
2. For a Nancy Drew game, it's kind of scary.

Cons:
1. Puzzles aren't hard, but they're way too long and annoying in my opinion.
2. I think I'm really the only one who has gotten annoyed by this, but the music and tasks with in the game are a bit too
repetetive.

I very well enjoyed this game for the most part. The characters can be boring at times, but for the most part are interesting. For
a Nancy Drew game it's scary and has a very compelling story. Again, my main problems are with the puzzles that aren't hard,
but they are extremely long and tedious at times.. Very cool Rpg game! Fresh storyline, with a nostalgic old school feel..
Awesome Game! Took a bit of a chance on that one but it was definitely worth it!. I got a 90% discount on the game following
the crafting of a badge. It wasn't worth the ten cents.. Before I begin why this is more of a meh kind of review, I just want to say
if you haven't played Sniper Elite and this is your first time playing it, start with this one. V2 introduces a lot of the modern
mechanics for this action stealth game series and it's incredibly fun to just get kill cams of shooting Nazi Testicles. It's a fun
game itself although it's definitely not my favorite of the series.

That said, the reason it's a meh review is because the remaster is just Super Average.

Really Average.

I mean, what you are basically getting is all the DLC, an engine update, photo mode and HDR. The graphics look sharper but
mostly the same. It's alright, but you can tell this was made to be quickly put out due to Rebellion's new plans of Sniper Elite 5,
Sniper Elite VR and SE3 on Switch.

In fact, I think some of the gameplay changed as well. For example, the AI seems a lot weaker and dumber unlike in the Vanilla
version which kind of saddened me. There was some challenge going on in the Vanilla version which I missed. Although I've
only played two levels already so I can't really say if it's still going to be easy throughout.

The thing I want to mention is how Karl's hair looks. It looks really god damn ugly in this remaster. Like, my god. His hair is so
gross looking it looks like he hasn't washed it in months. My god.

So basically, if you have Sniper Elite V2 Vanilla and want the remaster. You could do worse for an upgrade of 11 dollars. I do
recommend this game still even if this remaster is average but I highly suggest waiting for a good sale price so you can really
enjoy it. Sniper Elite V2 is a good game but I really prefer Sniper Elite III over this one as the kill cams are way better and the
levels are less linear and more open ended.. I was hooked with the Chapter 1 and after reading all of the reviews, I finally buy it.
It last a bit longer than the first chapter, with more mystery and even few message to cypher. The twist ending do make me
hooked and want to buy the third chapter. But I honestly think that the price is a bit too expensive for a game that I only play
once and not last that long.
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I highly recommend watching this series. Realistic, but not difficult. Been wanting a free to play hockey game for a long time-
this fits the bill 100% so I gotta give it 5\/5 stars. The differences in difficulties are barely recognizable but the game's pretty
easy, the saves feel satisfying, and it's relatively simple fun.

Now if we only had a skater simulator... :). Having been a huge fan of Patrician III, I decided to buy a digital copy for 1 €. The
graphic is still decent, compared to other titles from the same period. The gameplay is good if you have patience, otherwise it
could be a bit boring.
All in all I recommend it.
. For the directest of mash up comparisons,
holy smokes is this game exactly a mashup of Risk of Rain and Rise to Ruins.
both games i have sunk a nice number of hours into.
plus thats allot of R's.
Risk of Rain, Rise to Ruins, Rocks.
there are some issues to be Resolved. i am actually only able to scratch the surface of the game due to some fairly serious
optimization issues. i get some frame rate issues once things start happening.
im going thumbs up in the HOPE HOPE HOPE that i get to play this one to the fullest at some point.
PLus as i have said, the mashup is awesome.
Risk of Rain, Rise to Ruins. awesome mashup.
GG dev.
Fix IT the rest of the way plz!
and gg.

P.S. my issues seem to stem from the fact im using a laptop. so it might not even be an issue if you have a real computer.
GG.. Where do I start with this game?
This game is an obvious Smash Bros. clone, but it has a growing roster of indie characters.
*Before you read: Yes, I do know this game is on Early Access, so I will list some ideas for improvement after I list my pros and
cons about the game*

Pros:
-Has plenty of great characters from popular indie games
-Gameplay mechanics perfectly mimic Smash Bros. ( I should know due to playing it for years)
-Dust is on it! :DDDD
-You earn achievements for winning as different characters and getting others KO'ed a certain amount of times

Cons:
-Needs more optimization options
-Adventure Mode is locked, but this needs time to be worked on

Requests:
-Please add Freedom Planet characters such as Sash Lilac
-Please add Quote from Cave Story
-It would be better if the game can recognize that you are using a controller from the start, instead of having to set the
controllers in the options, many people buy their games and try them out in their living room using a controller from the start

Result:
Indie Game Battle has the potential to become one of the best indie crossover games on Steam, but it needs time to be worked
on, the developers are doing a great job, and they should be paid to be motivated to continue doing so. Therefore, I recommend
purchasing this game because it's awesome... and it's WAY better than most Smash Bros. clones on Steam!

*Edit: Removed many cons due to not understanding how the game works, sorry devs!

Update #5:
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Two new storms have been added!
Fortitude and Special Summon.

gl hf. Updates Incoming:

. Update #1:

Gameplay. Full Release Coming Soon:

We're gearing up for the last phase of production on GL.
GL will be fully released sometime between late February to early March.
It's going to be an exciting winter. More updates coming soon.

gl hf. Update #4:

Two new storms (levels) have been added.
Catastrophe and Vicious!

Chained Dragon now has an additional ability which reads: At the start of each player's turn, Chained Dragon depletes that
player of 2 gold.
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Hoarding Dragon now has an additional ability which reads: At the start of each player's turn, Hoarding Dragon drains that
player of 1 aether.

Mind Bender's Empower ability now, in addition to granting 2 mana to all combatants in an are of two tiles, also increases their
max mana by 1.

Serene Angel's Transcendent Victory ability has had its mana cost reduced from 15 to 12.

Serene Angel's now has an additional ability called Smile Upon. Smile Upon, costs 0 mana, and reads as follows:
Select an allied combatant, it is granted 1 mana for each domain you have in play. Serene Angel is stunned until end of turn.

Serene Angel now has an additional ability called Righteous Voice which reads:
A card with Righteous Voice will not be affected by Silencing Strike.

More updates coming soon. Two more level and more balance changes are in development!
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